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Chronic hepatitis C may follow a mild and stable disease course or
progress rapidly to cirrhosis and liver-related death. The mechanisms underlying the different rates of disease progression are
unknown. Using serial, prospectively collected samples from cases
of transfusion-associated hepatitis C, we identiﬁed outcome-speciﬁc
features that predict long-term disease severity. Slowly progressing
disease correlated with an early alanine aminotransferase peak and
antibody seroconversion, transient control of viremia, and signiﬁcant induction of IFN-γ and MIP-1β, all indicative of an effective,
albeit insufﬁcient, adaptive immune response. By contrast, rapidly
progressive disease correlated with persistent and signiﬁcant elevations of alanine aminotransferase and the proﬁbrogenic chemokine
MCP-1 (CCL-2), greater viral diversity and divergence, and a higher
rate of synonymous substitution. This study suggests that the longterm course of chronic hepatitis C is determined early in infection
and that disease severity is predicted by the evolutionary dynamics
of hepatitis C virus and the level of MCP-1, a chemokine that
appears critical to the induction of progressive ﬁbrogenesis and,
ultimately, the ominous complications of cirrhosis.
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epatitis C virus (HCV) is an important human pathogen that
causes persistent infection in up to 80% of infected individuals (1). It is the most common cause of chronic liver disease
in the United States, and the leading indication for liver transplantation (LT) (2). The clinical presentation and outcomes of
chronic hepatitis C are highly variable. Although the disease is
mild and either stable or slowly progressive in about 70% of
chronically infected patients, the remaining 30% develop progressive liver disease culminating in cirrhosis and possibly hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), leading to death or orthotopic
LT (1, 2). Progression to cirrhosis usually takes 20–40 y, but in
some patients severe ﬁbrosis can develop rapidly leading to liverrelated death within 5–10 y from the onset of infection (3).
Presently, it is not possible to predict which individuals will
rapidly evolve to severe ﬁbrosis and liver failure.
The mechanisms responsible for the different rates of disease
progression in chronic hepatitis C are unknown, but likely reﬂect
differences in the complex interplay between the virus and host
immunity. Although HCV infection elicits strong cellular and
humoral immune responses (4–7), evidence suggests that the
virus has evolved numerous strategies to avoid immune recognition (8). One of the most effective mechanisms relates to the
remarkable genetic diversity of HCV, which circulates in vivo as
a dynamic distribution of divergent but related genomes termed
a “quasispecies” (9). This genomic heterogeneity enables rapid
adaptation to selective constraints imposed by the host (10). We
previously demonstrated that the evolutionary dynamics of HCV
during early infection predicts the outcome of acute hepatitis
C, such that a decrease in viral diversity correlates with viral
clearance whereas an increase correlates with progression to
chronicity (11). These data, subsequently corroborated elsewhere
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1210592109

(12–14), are consistent with the concept that aspects of viral
evolution reﬂect the strength of virus-speciﬁc adaptive immune
responses and therefore the ability of the host to control the
virus (8, 15). However, little is known about the correlations
among adaptive immunity, HCV evolution, and rates of disease
progression once chronic hepatitis C is established.
We have been able to study the complex interplay between
virus and host throughout the course of infection in a cohort of
patients with acute hepatitis C that progressed to chronicity
while under observation during a prospective study of posttransfusion non-A, non-B hepatitis (16); these patients have
been followed from the day of transfusion for up to 30 y. Here,
we investigate the relationship among biochemical markers of
liver damage, viral kinetics, humoral immunity, serum cytokine
and chemokine proﬁles, and HCV evolution in patients with
slowly or rapidly progressive disease to obtain insights into the
mechanisms underlying variable rates of disease progression.
Results
Acute-Phase Viral Kinetics Differ in Slow and Rapidly Progressive
Hepatitis C. Six patients infected with HCV genotype 1 were se-

lected for intensive study because they represented two different
clinical outcomes and had serial serum samples available
throughout the acute and chronic phases of infection, in addition
to clinical and liver pathology data. Disease was mild and stable
or slowly progressive for up to 30 y in three patients (slow progressors) and rapidly progressive in the remaining three (rapid
progressors), leading to liver-related death within 7 y of the onset
of infection (Fig. S1 and Table S1). Strikingly, in two of the three
rapid progressors, active cirrhosis was documented within the
ﬁrst 2 y of infection (patients 5 and 6 in Table S1), suggesting
that extremely rapid progression to cirrhosis can occur outside
the setting of immunosuppression as has been observed following liver transplantation (17) or in HIV-1 coinfected individuals
(18). Comparisons were censored at 7 y because all of the rapid
progressors had died from end-stage liver disease by that time. In
all patients, viral RNA became detectable in serum within 1–2 wk
of transfusion, after which viral titers rose very rapidly. The
subsequent course of disease could not be predicted by the onset
or magnitude of early viremia. However, a difference in viral
load between slow and rapid progressors emerged later in acute
infection. In slow progressors, HCV viremia became transiently
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undetectable in two of three patients and decreased by 3 logs in
the third patient during the ﬁrst 4 mo of infection; in contrast,
none of the rapid progressors lost detectable HCV RNA, although ﬂuctuations in viral level were observed. In slow progressors, serum HCV RNA reappeared at a high level between
6 and 12 mo and subsequently persisted (Fig. 1).
Rapid Disease Progression Correlates with Delayed Alanine Aminotransferase Peak and Antibody Seroconversion. In slow progressors, the

decline in viremia coincided with the alanine aminotransferase
(ALT) peak (Fig. 1) as previously reported (7, 19, 20). Furthermore, ALT peaked earlier in slow than in rapid progressors, with
means of 9 and 15 wk (median 8 and 17) from the time of infection, respectively. ALT levels tended to be higher in rapid than
in slow progressors. The temporary loss of detectable viremia seen
after the ALT peak in slow progressors was associated with transient ALT normalization, whereas none of the rapid progressors
normalized ALT. Because liver damage in acute hepatitis C is
believed to be immunologically mediated (7, 8), these ﬁndings
suggest that slow progressors have an earlier and more effective
viral-speciﬁc immune response than rapid progressors. Analysis of
speciﬁc anti-HCV antibodies by enzyme immunoassay (EIA3)
documented a delay in anti-HCV antibody seroconversion in rapid
progressors (mean, 11.7 wk; median, 12 wk) compared to slow
progressors (mean, 8.7 wk; median, 8 wk) from the time of infection (Table S1).
Cytokine and Chemokine Levels in the Acute Phase Predict the Pace of
Disease Progression. Because viable cellular samples were not

available from this unique historical collection, to evaluate virusspeciﬁc cellular immune responses we studied the long-term
proﬁle of 39 cytokines and chemokines in serial serum samples
during the acute and chronic phase. In both slow and rapid
progressors, cytokine and chemokine proﬁles initially increased,
before the rise in ALT levels, and then declined following the
ALT peak, with minor ﬂuctuations during chronic infection. The
most striking observation of our study was the correlation between cytokine and chemokine expression and the pace of disease progression (Fig. 2 A–E). Overall, slow progressors tended
to have higher cytokine and chemokine levels than rapid progressors, but only 5 of the 39 cytokines tested were signiﬁcantly
different between the two groups. We found that during the
entire acute phase (both preceding the ALT peak and in the
period post-ALT peak until 6 mo), the levels of IFN-γ and MIP1β (CCL4)—two markers associated with effective, multispeciﬁc
CD4+ and CD8+ virus-speciﬁc T-cell responses (19–22)—were
signiﬁcantly higher in slow than in rapid progressors (P < 0.05)
(Fig. 2 C and D). By contrast, the levels of MCP-1 (CCL2) (Fig.
2E), IL-8 (CXCL8) (Fig. S2A), and IP10 (CXCL10) (Fig. 2B),
three chemokines associated with inﬂammatory reactions (23–
26), became signiﬁcantly higher (P < 0.05) in rapid progressors in
the period between the ALT peak and 6 mo post the onset of
infection, reﬂecting a prolonged inﬂammatory state following the
onset of liver injury.
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Sustained Elevations of Proﬁbrogenic MCP1 Correlates with Rapid
Progression to Cirrhosis. A different pattern was observed during

chronic infection. Whereas the levels of IFN-γ and MIP-1β
remained signiﬁcantly higher (P < 0.05) in slow progressors (Fig.
2 C and D), MCP-1, a major chemotactic factor for hepatic
stellate cells (HSCs) (23), which play a central role in ﬁbrogenesis (26–30), was the only chemokine that remained signiﬁcantly higher (P < 0.05) in rapid progressors until the patient’s
death from end-stage liver disease. Notably, persistence of MCP1 elevation was associated with signiﬁcantly higher ALT levels
(Fig. 2B). The relationships among the levels of ALT, HCV
RNA, and ﬁve cytokines/chemokines (IFN-γ, MIP-1β, IL-8,
MCP-1, and IP-10) during the acute and chronic phase of infection in the six patients studied were also investigated by
multivariate methods. Q-mode Principal Component Analysis
showed a complete separation of slow and rapid progressors and
2 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1210592109

Fig. 1. Long-term clinical course and evolution of HCV in two representative
patients followed from the time of infection, one with slowly progressive
(patient 1) and one with rapidly progressive hepatitis leading to liver-related
death (patient 5). Patient numbers are the same as in Table S1. (A and C) Longterm clinical course of slowly and rapidly progressive chronic hepatitis C. The
blue areas indicate ALT levels. The red line indicates the titer of serum HCV
RNA, as determined by real-time PCR (TaqMan), on a logarithmic scale. The
orange horizontal bars indicate antibodies to HCV detected by third-generation
enzyme immunoassay (EIA3). “Tx” denotes the time of blood transfusion. The
arrows indicate the time and the results of liver biopsies. “CH” denotes chronic
hepatitis and “HCC” indicates hepatocellular carcinoma. In patient 5, the diagnosis of HCC was obtained at autopsy. (B and D) Number of viral strains and
diversity (genetic distance among variants) of HCV within the 27 amino acids of
the HVR1. The vertical bars indicate the number and the proportion of identical
clones. The dominant viral variant found in each patient at the ﬁrst time point
is indicated in blue; other variants are indicated by different colors. The same
color denotes identity between viral variants detected at different time points
within the same patient and not between different patients. The genetic diversity (black line) was calculated by mean p-distance from the predicted amino
acid sequences obtained from each sample (Materials and Methods).

patterns of ALT, HCV RNA, and cytokine/chemokines consistent with the above observations (Fig. 3). A marked separation of
slow and rapid progressors was also obtained by hierarchical
Farci et al.
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Fig. 2. Differences in serum HCV-RNA titer and ALT and cytokine/chemokine levels in patients with slowly or rapidly progressive chronic hepatitis C, followed
from the time of infection. (A–E) Each panel shows the linearly interpolated median curve (Left) and boxplots (Right) of the median, interquartile range, and
minimum and maximum values observed during the early acute phase (from the time of infection to the ALT peak), late acute phase (from the ALT peak to
6 mo from infection), and the chronic phase (from 6 mo to 7 y from infection) of HCV infection. *P < 0.05 by Mann–Whitney U test between slow and rapid
progressors at different time points.
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clustering (Fig. 3). Collectively, the results of our study indicate
that slow and rapidly progressive liver disease showed distinctive
biochemical, virological, and immunological proﬁles.
Viral Evolution and the Pace of Disease Progression. We subsequently investigated the relationship between HCV molecular
evolution and disease progression using powerful analytical
methods. Because serum was longitudinally sampled after a
known date of infection and none of the patients had received
antiviral therapy, this data set allowed for a comprehensive analysis of HCV evolution in relation to disease outcome. Comparisons were censored at 7 y because all of the rapid progressors
had died from end-stage liver disease by that time. Viral
sequences within the HCV envelope 1 and 2 genes, including
hypervariable region 1 (HVR1), were analyzed in all PCR-positive samples during the entire course of infection. DNA ampliﬁed by PCR from the E1 and E2 genes was cloned, and a mean
of 29 molecular clones for each time point were sequenced,
resulting in a total of 1,876 sequences, each 558 nucleotides long.
The six individuals analyzed here constituted a subset of those
previously selected for a study in which we investigated the
evolution of HCV during the ﬁrst 4 mo of infection and its relationship with the outcome of acute hepatitis C (resolution vs.
chronic evolution) (11). In this study, we independently analyzed
the genetic diversity and divergence of the HCV quasispecies
within E1, HVR1, and E2 outside the HVR1. The greatest diversity and divergence were detected in HVR1 (Fig. 4 A and B),
consistent with the fact that it is a major target for neutralizing
antibodies (31), followed by E2 outside the HVR1, and then by
E1 (Fig. S3 A–D). Both common and outcome-speciﬁc changes
were observed. During acute infection, HVR1 diversity initially
decreased, but then increased dramatically after antibody seroFarci et al.

conversion, especially in slow progressors, followed again by a
sharp decrease between 6 and 12 mo of infection. Then, the levels
of HVR1 diversity remained lower in slow progressors until 2–4 y
post infection, but not later. From 5 to 7 y post infection, viral
diversity dramatically increased in slow progressors, reaching
values higher than those seen in rapid progressors before their
death (Fig. 4A and Fig. S2 A and B). In both slow and rapid
progressors, divergence from the initial viral population increased over time, but a difference in the degree of these
changes between the two groups became evident. HVR1 divergence before 1 y was constantly higher in rapid progressors
and remained higher throughout follow-up (Fig. 4B and Fig. S3
C and D).
To study the relationship between disease progression and
viral evolutionary dynamics, we used the phylogenetic approach
implemented in Beast v1.6.2 to reconstruct for each patient the
evolution of all E1/E2 sequences, inclusive of the HVR1, which
were obtained sequentially over the entire course of the disease.
Our data set is unique in that it permitted us to investigate the
relationship between long-term disease progression (over several decades) and viral evolutionary dynamics in both acute and
chronic hepatitis C. Bayesian molecular clock phylogenies
revealed a distinct change in viral evolutionary dynamics during
the transition from acute to chronic hepatitis in all patients.
During the acute phase, lineages sampled at different times
intermingled, with multiple lineages in one sample leading back
to multiple lineages in the previous one (Fig. 4 C and D).
However, around 1 y post infection this pattern changed, and
a strong genetic bottleneck occurred in all patients with only
one, or a few, of the lineages present during acute infection
giving rise to the viral population in chronic infection (Fig. 4 C
and D). This dynamic signature indicates that the vast majority
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 6
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Fig. 3. Q-mode Principal Component Analysis showing the relations among
the six patients resulting from the median levels of ALT, HCV RNA, and ﬁve
cytokines/chemokines (IFN-γ, MIP-1β, IL-8, MCP-1, and IP-10) observed during
the acute phase (0–6 mo from infection) and the chronic phase (6 mo–7 y
from infection) of the disease. A complete separation of low (blue) and rapid
(red) progressors is given by the ﬁrst principal component, which accounts
for nearly 50% of the total variance of the 14 variables included in the
analysis. The map of the variables points to an increase of IFN-γ and MIP-1β
in slow progressors and of MCP-1, IL-8, and IP-10 in rapid progressors in both
the acute and the chronic phase. Higher ALT and HCV-RNA levels are also
associated with rapid progressors, although in HCV RNA only during the
acute phase. Hierarchical clustering (Inset) using the same set of variables
conﬁrmed the separation between slow and rapid progressors.

of HCV strains were cleared. The viral nucleotide-substitution
rate was estimated independently for the E1, HVR1, and E2
regions of the HCV genome using Beast v1.6.2 (Table S2).
Rapid progressors showed higher substitution rates on average
compared with slow progressors across all regions. In both rapid
and slow progressors, the highest rate was observed within the
HVR1. To investigate whether the difference in the evolutionary
rates between slow and rapid progressors was due to positive
selection, we estimated the mean number of nonsynonymous
and synonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous and synonymous site, respectively, across the ﬁrst 7 y of the Bayesian
molecular clock phylogenies. An excess of nonsynonymous substitution with respect to the amount of synonymous substitution
was considered to be indicative of positive selection. Overall, the
mean number of substitutions per site was greater in rapid progressors, and this effect was especially pronounced for synonymous substitutions (Fig. 4E). Next, we analyzed individual
codons for positive selection. The most striking observation from
our analysis was the ﬁnding of a signiﬁcantly different distribution of positive selection across the E1/HVR1/E2 region between
slow and rapid progressors (P < 0.01) (Fig. 4F). The number of
codons under positive selection was signiﬁcantly more concentrated in the HVR1 in slow progressors (9 of 12) than in rapid
progressors (3 of 10) (P < 0.01), suggesting that host humoral
immunity imposes the strongest selection pressure in slow progressors, whereas selection pressures in rapid progressors are less
focused (Fig. 4F). Interestingly, none of the slow progressors
showed positively selected codons in the E1 region, whereas
three positively selected sites in E1 were identiﬁed in rapid
progressors.
4 of 6 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1210592109

Discussion
Our study provides insights into the clinical, virological, and
immunological determinants of slow versus rapidly progressive
hepatitis C. Our patients were devoid of confounding factors
such as viral coinfections and i.v. drug use or alcohol abuse, and
all were Caucasian and infected with HCV genotype 1. Despite
the limitations inherent within an historical cohort, particularly
the lack of viable cellular samples for analysis of virus-speciﬁc
T-cell responses and the limited number of patients who could
be included in this intensive study, our data indicate that slow and
rapid progressors exhibited distinct outcome-speciﬁc features
that became evident during the acute phase and persisted into
chronicity. We found that stable or slowly progressive disease is
associated with the induction of earlier and stronger adaptive
immune responses against HCV, as documented by an earlier
ALT peak and antibody seroconversion, transient clearance or
marked reduction of viremia, signiﬁcant induction of IFN-γ and
MIP-1β, and evidence of increased selective pressure on HVR1,
along with a signiﬁcant decrease of proinﬂammatory chemokines. By contrast, patients with rapidly progressive disease
exhibited reduced or delayed adaptive immune responses associated with signiﬁcantly higher levels of HCV viremia and persistent elevation of proinﬂammatory and proﬁbrotic chemokines,
such as MCP-1, IL-8, and IP-10, beginning in the late acute
phase of hepatitis. The higher expression of these chemokines in
rapid progressors during the early phase of hepatitis C suggests
that these markers might be predictive of rapidly progressive
liver disease. Strikingly, MCP-1 persisted at signiﬁcantly elevated
levels throughout the course of the disease. MCP-1 is a critical
mediator of liver ﬁbrogenesis via an autocrine loop enacted by
HSCs, the primary effector cells in hepatic ﬁbrogenesis (26–30),
which both produce and are attracted by this chemokine (26–28).
Interestingly, an MCP-1 gene polymorphism was found to be
associated with signiﬁcantly higher hepatic expression of MCP-1
in patients with chronic hepatitis C and more advanced liver ﬁbrosis (32). In addition to its potent proﬁbrogenic action, MCP-1
also recruits macrophages and T cells, thereby further contributing to hepatic inﬂammation and ﬁbrogenesis (27). In addition,
elevated IP-10 and IL-8 levels have been linked to higher necroinﬂammatory changes and ﬁbrosis in chronic hepatitis C (33–
37), as well as in ﬁbrosis progression following liver transplantation (38, 39). Altogether, these results suggest that accelerated ﬁbrogenesis in rapid progressors is secondary to sustained
intrahepatic inﬂammation, leading to iterative hepatocyte injury,
consistent with the hypothesis that the liver damage in rapidly
progressive hepatitis C is not induced by virus-speciﬁc antiviral
effector T cells, as occurs during the acute phase, but rather by
massive inﬁltration and activation of nonspeciﬁc inﬂammatory
cells and continuous release of proinﬂammatory and proﬁbrotic
soluble mediators.
Although the molecular mechanisms leading to increased liver
inﬂammation in rapid progressors remain to be fully elucidated,
the failure of a sufﬁciently effective virus-speciﬁc adaptive immune response during a critical window early in HCV infection
appears to play a pivotal role in determining the extent of hepatocellular damage mediated by liver inﬂammation, necrosis,
and early ﬁbrogenesis. In contrast, subjects with stable or slowly
progressive disease not only were able to raise a timely virusspeciﬁc immune response, but also were able to maintain
throughout the course of the infection higher levels of IFN-γ,
a cytokine that has been shown to exert antiﬁbrogenic effects
(40). Consistent with our ﬁndings, patients with intrahepatic
CD8+ T cells producing IFN-γ were reported to have less ﬁbrosis
and lower progression rates than those lacking such cells (41).
Although the level of IFN-γ detected in slow progressors was
presumably not sufﬁcient to eradicate the virus, it may have
effected a degree of viral containment that was clinically relevant
and sufﬁcient to alter the course of disease.
This longitudinal study also provided unique insights into the
role of viral evolution in disease progression. In all patients, we
documented a strong genetic bottleneck that reduced viral
Farci et al.
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Fig. 4. Viral evolution in slow and rapid progressors during the acute and chronic phase of hepatitis C. (A) Genetic variation (diversity) of HCV within the
HVR1 in slow and rapid progressors during the entire course of the disease. Median values of amino acid sequence diversity, as measured by the mean
P-distance among all sequences within each sample. (B) Median values of viral divergence, as measured by the mean P-distance relative to all of the sequences
detected in the ﬁrst PCR-positive sample (founder viral population). Circles denote the mean values for each individual patient. A difference in HVR1 divergence between slow and rapid progressors was seen soon after seroconversion, as well as at 1 y post infection (P = 0.028 by Mann–Whitney U test when
the data from these two times points were combined). (C and D) Time-structured Bayesian molecular clock phylogenies of all viral nucleotide sequences of the
E1/E2 region, including the HVR1, in two representative patients, one with slowly progressive (C) and one with rapidly progressive chronic hepatitis C (D)
leading to end-stage liver disease within 7 y from infection. Patient numbers are the same as in Table S1. In both trees, a red arrow indicates the lineage
bottleneck around 1 y post infection. Asterisks along the backbone branches are posterior probabilities >0.95. The shaded areas indicate the acute phase (0–6 mo)
of infection. (E) Mean number of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions per site in slow and rapid progressors during the ﬁrst 7 y of infection. The
bars indicate the means for all patients for each group, and the results are presented separately for the E1, HVR1, and E2 regions. Circles denote the mean
values for each individual patient. (F) Site-by-site analysis of positive selection, as determined by two-parameter ﬁxed-effects likelihood analysis. The blue box
denotes the E1 region, the yellow the HVR1, and the pink the E2. Each bar represents an individual patient who showed positive selection at each codon
position. The number of codons under positive selection was signiﬁcantly more concentrated in the HVR1 in slow progressors (9 of 12) than in rapid progressors (3 of 10) (P < 0.01 by Kolmogorov–Smirnov two-sample test). In slow progressors, the analysis at 1 y and during 5–7 y was extended to only two
patients because in patient 3 PCR ampliﬁcation of the E1/E2 region was negative due to undetectable or very low levels of HCV RNA; in rapid progressors, the
analysis at 2–4 y and at 5–7 y was also limited to two patients because in patient 6, who died 4 y after transfusion, the amount of serum during the last 2 y was
not sufﬁcient for PCR ampliﬁcation with the set of primers from the E1/E2 region.

diversity around 1 y post infection. Slow progressors also showed
a signiﬁcantly higher positive selection on individual codons
within the HVR1, indicative of strong immunologic pressure on
this region, which is a major target of neutralizing antibodies
(31). It is likely that in slow progressors the recurrence of HCV
viremia after a marked, but transient, reduction in viral load
during early infection was due to the emergence of immune escape variants (42). In contrast, faster progression correlated with
Farci et al.

greater HCV sequence divergence across all regions examined,
particularly within the HVR1, and with preponderance of synonymous substitutions as previously reported in HCV and HIV
infections (43, 44). This greater accumulation of synonymous
substitutions across all of the regions is consistent with a shorter
viral generation time and a more rapid turnover of infected
hepatocytes, as conﬁrmed by the signiﬁcantly higher ALT levels
detected throughout the disease course. A shorter hepatocyte
PNAS Early Edition | 5 of 6
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life span with continuous replacement of infected cells can explain why the levels of viremia were not signiﬁcantly higher in
rapid progressors (43).
In summary, our data provide a model for the pathogenesis
of chronic HCV-induced liver disease whereby rapid disease
progression is the consequence of an early ineffective induction of
the adaptive immune response followed by the sustained release
of chemokine and cytokine mediators of hepatic inﬂammation
and ﬁbrosis. In essence, severe chronic injury may result from an
excess of soluble inﬂammatory mediators rather than from cytotoxic T cells. This model may provide means for the early identiﬁcation of patients at increased risk of rapid HCV disease
progression and for the use of anti-inﬂammatory and antiﬁbrotic
therapy to limit or prevent accelerated liver ﬁbrosis progression.

Methods. Details of serologic and virologic assays including anti-HCV, HCVRNA extraction, reverse transcriptase reaction, and nested PCR and quantiﬁcation of serum HCV RNA by TaqMan, HCV genotype, molecular cloning and
sequencing, and multiplex cytokine analysis are provided in SI Materials
and Methods.
Molecular Evolution of HCV. Details on the methods used are provided in SI
Materials and Methods.

Materials and Methods

Statistical Analysis. Differences in serum ALT, HCV-RNA, and cytokine/chemokine levels between slow and rapid progressors were assessed by the
Mann–Whitney U test and multivariate methods. The distribution of signiﬁcant positive selection across domains was assessed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Details are given in SI Materials and Methods. Statistical
analyses were performed using Statistica (Statsoft) and R software (R Development Core Team, http://www.R-project.org.).

Study Subjects and Design of the Study. Six patients with acute progressing
hepatitis C who were enrolled in a prospective study of posttransfusion non-A,
non-B hepatitis conducted at the National Institutes of Health (16) were selected for this intensive study because they represented two clearly different
outcomes of chronic hepatitis C, had serial serum samples available, and had
long-term follow-up. Three patients whom we deﬁned as slow progressors
had a mild and stable liver disease for up to 30 y, and three whom we deﬁned
as rapid progressors had a rapidly progressive liver disease leading to liverrelated death within 7 y of infection (SI Materials and Methods).
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